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actions stop actulally executing. If i have a sequence of onclick events on 1 element. Will all of them
execute sequentially or are they queued and executed once the previous action has been completed?
A: Yes, the browser will queue the clicks and only execute the last one it sees. So, in this example:
click The onclick handler for the button will be called in the order you give them in. So, it would
appear that the following would occur: The browser will execute the first two handlers, alert('a') and
alert('b') The first alert would fire before it was replaced by the second, and finish with no errors.
The second alert will fire, then finish with no errors. The button is now in the disabled state. The
browser is still doing the first two alerts. The first two alerts will finish with no errors. The browser
will replace the button with the third alert handler, which has a display of none. The third alert will
fire, but before it is displayed, the browser will replace it with the fourth handler, alert('c'). The
fourth alert will fire. The button is now in the disabled state. A: Yes, the order in which the handlers
are
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